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Established in 1999, DZine Limited, based in Stamford,
Lincolnshire is somewhat of a ‘hidden gem’.

We are a close-knit company investing our time, knowledge
and expertise in sourcing unique products, designing
eye-catching packaging for fun gifts selling at competitive prices.

Supplying accounts around the world, we pride ourselves on
our superb customer service treating our customers, large or
small with the same high level of professionalism and
personal attention deserved.

Where humanly possible all orders are processed and shipped
out on the dates requested even through those manic
and most important months leading up to Christmas.and most important months leading up to Christmas.

We have an experienced and enthusiastic team of sales agents 
who will be only to happy to visit you to discuss your requirements
as will our sales department should you wish to contact us direct.

We hope you will enjoy this year’s selection of innovative, fun
and functional products and look forward to supplying you.

The team at



Travel Fan
This handheld micro USB rechargeable fan has 
2 speed settings, soft blades for safety and an 
adjustable stand.

The foldable, lightweight design makes this fan The foldable, lightweight design makes this fan 
convenient to carry, fitting perfectly into your 
pocket or handbag.

Ideal for holidays, office, the gym or simply 
when you want to keep cool on the move.

The 300mAh battery will last 2 or 3 hours from The 300mAh battery will last 2 or 3 hours from 
fully charged and comes complete with USB 
charging cable.

Folded fan measures approx 9.2 x 3 x 3.7cm

DZine Ref: 328
Order Quantity: 12 in Display
Outer Carton Quantity: 48
Barcode Number: 5060073503285

Go Travel Straw
Become more Eco-Friendly and replace those
single-use plastic straws with the reusable
Go Travel Straw.

Made from food grade, lightweight stainless
steel, this compact telescopic straw will adjust
to suit the size of your drink.to suit the size of your drink.

Fitted with a soft food grade silicone tip making 
drinking even more comfortable.

Comes complete with a telescopic cleaning 
brush to keep your straw pristine after use.

Packed in a stylish aluminium carry tube with a 
convenient hanging clip.

DZine Ref: 326
Order Quantity: 24 in Display
Outer Carton Quantity: 144
Barcode Number: 5060073503261



DZine Ref: 300 BLACK
DZine Ref: 302 GREY

Order Quantity: 12
Outer Carton Quantity: 48

Barcode Number: 5060073503001
Barcode Number: 5060073503025

Beamie - The LED Beanie
A toasty beanie hat complete with removable LED 
light unit built in!

Great for walking, fishing, camping, cycling or pretty 
much any outdoor activities.

The Beamie hat will light your way with 3 brightness The Beamie hat will light your way with 3 brightness 
settings and replaceable batteries

DZine Ref: 303 YELLOW
Order Quantity: 12
Outer Carton Quantity: 48
Barcode Number: 5060073503032

Beamie Sports - The LED Beanie
The NEW Sports version of the popular toasty 
beanie hat complete with removable LED light unit 
built in!

Great for walking, fishing, camping, cycling or pretty 
much any outdoor activities.

The Beamie hat will light your way with 3 brightness The Beamie hat will light your way with 3 brightness 
settings and replaceable batteries



DZine Ref: 684
Order Quantity: 12
Outer Carton Quantity: 48
Barcode Number: 5060073506842

Stay Cool Ice Towel 
Simply soak the towel in water and squeeze out any excess, 
then shake the towel for 5 - 10 seconds to activate the cooling 
effect.  The cooling effect lasts for hours and is great for all 
types of sporting activities.

Ice Ice Towel comes in a convienient tub with a clip lid for easy 
storage. You can wet the Ice Towel and store it until you need 
that fresh blast of coolness! Machine washable and reusable.

Towel dimensions: 100 x 30CM. Made from 100% Polyester.

DZine Ref: 323
Order Quantity: 12

Outer Carton Quantity: 48
Barcode Number: 5060073503230

Travel Can Cooler
This carrying case will hold up to 6 standard 
size cans of drink. Open the full length 
zipper to stack the cans.

The insulated lining will keep your drinks The insulated lining will keep your drinks 
cold for longer with a top zip opening you 
can grab a drink while on the go.

The adjustable shoulder strap adds to 
carrying comfort.

Measures approx 72cm x 12cm



Voice Recording Mug
Wish someone a ‘Happy Birthday’ or tell that special 
person how much you love them with this message 
mug.  Re-record as many messages as you like up to 
7 seconds long.

Activated by a pressure sensor in the base, your Activated by a pressure sensor in the base, your 
message is played each time the mug is picked up.

3 x LR44 batteries included and are replaceable.

DZine Ref: 755
Order Quantity: 6

Outer Carton Quantity: 12
Barcode Number: 5060073507559

Bogey Man Egg Separator
This has to be the most fun kitchen item of all 
time and also one of the most disgusting!  
Break an egg into his head and gently tip the 
Bogey Man to see the whites run out of his 
reddened snotty nose!

No more messy hands and a perfectly sepaNo more messy hands and a perfectly sepa-
rated egg.

DZine Ref: 864
Order Quantity: 12
Outer Carton Quantity: 24
Barcode Number: 5060073508648



iFire Windproof Arc Lighter
Light it up at the click of a button – no fluid, 
no gas, no flame... no hassle!

Bendy long reach shaft for lighting hard to 
reach areas.  Ideal for lighting candles, gas 
fires and BBQ’s.

Li-ion Battery – can be used up to 60 times Li-ion Battery – can be used up to 60 times 
between charges. Eco-friendly and reusable. 
Simple USB charging (cable supplied).

Lighter Length: 220mm

DZine Ref: 380 
Order Quantity: 12
Outer Carton Quantity: 72
Barcode Number: 5060073503803

Vibrating Head Massager 
This rose gold battery operated head massager instantly relieves stress, 
tension and fatigue by stimulating pressure points across your neck and 
head.

Simply run the prongs over your head to experience the gentle tingling of a 
sensuous head massage.

Packaged in an attractive canistePackaged in an attractive canister, the head massager
requires 1 x AA Battery.

DZine Ref: 535
Order Quantity: 12

Outer Carton Quantity: 48
Barcode Number: 5060073505357



Magnetic LED Torch 

This small but powerful LED torch can easily 
be kept at hand.

The magnetic back will stick to any metal 
surface such as fridges or tool boxes.

The super slim (5mm) and lightweight The super slim (5mm) and lightweight 
design makes it perfect for travelling or 
camping trips. 

Supplied 24 in counter top display.
Batteries supplied and are 
non-replaceable.

DZine Ref: 230
Order Quantity: 24
Outer Carton Quantity: 96
Barcode Number: 5060073502301

Egghead LED Light 

This egg shaped light gives off a cool white glow.
Simply pick up the egghead light and tap it 
against any surface to turn the light on or off.
Its weighted base means it can’t tip over or roll Its weighted base means it can’t tip over or roll 
away and is finished in anodised blue aluminium.  
The light shuts off after 6 minutes of inactivity to 
save battery life.

Requires 2 x CR2032 
Batteries - Supplied

DZine Ref: 240
Order Quantity: 12
Outer Carton Quantity: 48
Barcode Number: 50600735024005



Quick Release COB LED Torch
Simply detach the torch body from the the carabiner 
clip to activate the COB LED, each time the torch is 
detached it cycles through the 3 light modes - Full 
Power - Half Power - Strobing.

Measures 110mm including carabiner clip.
4 x LR44 Batteries supplied and are replaceable.  4 x LR44 Batteries supplied and are replaceable.  
Supplied 24 in a counter top display.

DZine Ref: 244
Order Quantity: 24
Outer Carton Quantity: 96
Barcode Number: 5060073502448

Shotgun Shell Torch
A tough little aluminium bodied torch representing a 
shotgun shell, with 9 powerful LED’s and a non slip grip.  
On/Off button on base of torch.

Measures approx. 10cms x 2.5cms diameter.
Requires 3 x AA Batteries (not supplied).

DZine Ref: 233
Order Quantity: 12
Outer Carton Quantity: 48
Barcode Number: 5060073502332



The LED Flame Effect Speaker
Created in the shape of a lantern, using 90 high
quality LED’s to give off a soothing flame effect
and when paired via bluetooth to any compatible 
device, play your favourite music anywhere.

USB rechargeable, bluetooth up to 10 meters,
and using high quality design and technology pairand using high quality design and technology pair
two together to create two channel
perfect stereo music.

DZine Ref: 370
Order Quantity: 4
Outer Carton Quantity: 20
Barcode Number: 5060073503704

Magical Mermaid Moodlight
 
A golden clam that contains a removable and 
colour changing pearl light inside.
The highly reflective surface of the clam allows The highly reflective surface of the clam allows 
light from the pearl to fill the clam creating a 
magical light effect.

3 x LR44 batteries are supplied and
are replaceable.  

Clam size 16 x 15cm

DZine Ref: 234
Order Quantity: 6
Outer Carton Quantity: 12
Barcode Number: 5060073502349



Shower Clock
Never lose track of time when in the bath
or shower with this blue shower clock.

Totally waterproof the clock has a powerful 
suction cup that will stick to glass, tiles and 
many non-porous surfaces.

Requires 1 x ARequires 1 x AA Battery.

DZine Ref: 406
Order Quantity: 12
Outer Carton Quantity: 24
Barcode Number: 5060073504060

Card Magic 
WWritten by an associate member of the 
Inner Magic Circle, the book provided 
contains over 30 easy but mystifying 
tricks, diagrams and 2 packs of specially 
marked cards – fool family and friends, 
confuse colleagues and baffle the boss!

DZine Ref: 550
Order Quantity: 12
Outer Carton Quantity: 24
Barcode Number: 5060073505500



Stumped Puzzle
There are 24 challenges ranging from easy 
to very difficult.

To start a game remove all the pieces from 
the base and select which challenge you 
wish to play.

Place the starter pieces into position as Place the starter pieces into position as 
shown in your selected challenge, to 
complete the puzzle all the remaining pieces 
need to be inserted.
 
A great puzzle to play against friends - who 
can find the solution in the quickest time?

DZine Ref: 752
Order Quantity: 12
Outer Carton Quantity: 48
Barcode Number: 5060073507528

Blocked Puzzle Cube
Randomly rotate and spin the cubes to mix 
up all the colours.  The challenge is to return 
the puzzle back to its original design, each 
face having only one colour.

5 special shapes can be created - try the 5 special shapes can be created - try the 
robot or fly!  How many can you make?

DZine Ref: 754
Order Quantity: 12
Outer Carton Quantity: 48
Barcode Number: 5060073507542



Slide n Spin
An amazing round sliding puzzle - every row An amazing round sliding puzzle - every row 
can be turned so the coloured pieces can slide 
both horizontally and vertically.  Comes 
complete with suggested colour patterns to try 
and match.  You can even create your own 
patterns.

Holding the top and bottom of the puzzle like a Holding the top and bottom of the puzzle like a 
conventional fidget spinner, with your first finger 
and thumb, spin the puzzle to create rainbow 
effects with the completed patterns.

Puzzle measures aprox 7cm x 4cm diam.

DZine Ref: 734
Order Quantity: 12
Outer Carton Quantity: 48
Barcode Number: 5060073507344

Go Banana’s Puzzle
A fruity and frustrating take on a cube puzzle.

Go Banana’s Puzzle - and you will with this 
pivoting 12 piece 3D puzzle.  Twisting and 
turning in many directions this solid and sturdy 
puzzle will keep you amused for hours.

Great fun for all ages.Great fun for all ages.

DZine Ref: 732
Order Quantity: 12
Outer Carton Quantity: 48
Barcode Number: 5060073507320



Baffle
AA 3D brain busting puzzle!  Remove the 
marker button and mix up all the coloured 
buttons.  You’re now ready to take on the 
challenge – re-align the buttons in the 
original colour sequence by rotating the 
layers and sliding the buttons from one layer 
to the next – are you ready to be Baffled?

DZine Ref: 750
Order Quantity: 12
Outer Carton Quantity: 24
Barcode Number: 5060073507504

DZine Ref: 748
Order Quantity: 12
Outer Carton Quantity: 48
Barcode Number: 5060073507481

Solve-A-Ball Puzzle
Return the numbered tiles to their matching 
coloured disc.

It sounds a pretty simple challenge but 
getting them in the correct order will have 
you twisting, spinning and sliding for hours!



Mini Labyrinth Puzzles
Can you move the metal ball safely through the maze?
Navigate the balls around the obstacle course and avoid 
the traps.  See how quickly you can reach the finish.

Traditional wooden pocket labyrinth puzzle but with a twist. 
Great fun for all ages and definitely addictive.

Six challenges to choose from.Six challenges to choose from.

DZine Ref: 738
Order Quantity: 24 - 6 Designs in Display
Outer Carton Quantity: 144
Barcode Number: 5060073507382

Mini Space Puzzles
Your mission should you wish to accept it is to complete 
the space challenge successfully.
These mini wooden space puzzles are not only frustrating 
but highly addictive.  Great fun for all ages.

Four challenges to choose from.

DZine Ref: 739
Order Quantity: 16 - 4 Designs in Display
Outer Carton Quantity: 128
Barcode Number: 5060073507399



A surprisingly challenging puzzle made up of 
150 miniscule pieces depicting 188 Flags of the World.
Presented in a test tube with screw cap, this small
transportable puzzle is great for long journeys 
by car, train or plane and comes complete with 
plastic tweezers to assist in piecing together.

Puzzle measurements when complete 15cms x 10cms.Puzzle measurements when complete 15cms x 10cms.

DZine Ref: 760
Order Quantity: 12
Outer Carton Quantity: 48
Barcode Number: 5060073507603

DZine Ref: 758
Order Quantity: 12
Outer Carton Quantity: 24
Barcode Number: 5060073507580

Candies 3D Puzzle
An interesting challenge for the 
enthusiastic puzzler – a 3D moulded jigsaw.

The colourful 72 plastic pieces when complete
will depict a tantalising, mouth watering array of 
candies and is worthy of display in any room.

Puzzle measurements when completePuzzle measurements when complete
12cms tall x 6.5cms diameter.



Gift Card Maze Puzzle
A novel way to present a money gift.  Simply 
remove the anti-lock tab prior to placing up to 5 
gift cards, vouchers or money inside the maze.

Only by solving the puzzle and getting to the 
finish line will the maze unlock to free the gift.

DZine Ref: 736
Order Quantity: 12
Outer Carton Quantity: 48
Barcode Number: 5060073507368

Mag Pad
An irresistible and addictive magnetic drawing An irresistible and addictive magnetic drawing 
pad for kids.  Using the magnetic stylus cleverly 
stored at the top of the pad, simply place the tip 
over any hole to securely pop up a steel ball.  
Repeat the process to create your own designs, 
shapes or letters using the 96 balls available.

When finished, simply sweep the side of your When finished, simply sweep the side of your 
hand or stylus over the surface of the pad and 
all the balls will disappear, ready for your next 
design.

Made from durable ABS plastic, 96 steel balls 
and a magnetic stylus.

DZine Ref: 520
Order Quantity: 12
Outer Carton Quantity: 72
Barcode Number: 5060073505203



DZine Ref: 604
Order Quantity: 6

Outer Carton Quantity: 12
Barcode Number: 5060073506040

Retro Hip Flask
A fabulous vintage style oil can hip flask, made from 
food grade stainless steel holding 1.53 litres of
whatever takes your fancy.

This giant hip flask is everything you need to fuel
up before a night on the town and is not for the faint hearted!

Comes packaged in a high quality retro style presentation box Comes packaged in a high quality retro style presentation box 
and measures 20.5cms tall x 15cms wide x 5cms deep.

Giant Hip Flask
An absolute monster finished in brushed 
stainless steel, standing 30cms tall with the 
ability to hold over 3 pints – nobody misses 
out when you fancy a quick drink of your 
favourite tipple.

DZine Ref: 600
Order Quantity: 6
Outer Carton Quantity: 12
Barcode Number: 5060073506002



Shotgun Shell Flask
A 1000ml volume stainless steel flask.  This double 
wall vacuum flask in the shape of a shotgun shell will 
retain hot or cold temperatures and comes with easy 
to use click and pour stopper.

Will keep hot drinks hot for up to 8 hours and comes Will keep hot drinks hot for up to 8 hours and comes 
packed in a 
presentation tube.

Measures 33.5 x 8 cms.

DZine Ref: 693
Order Quantity: 6
Outer Carton Quantity: 24
Barcode Number: 5060073506934

Bullet Flask
Stainless steel bullet shaped flask.

Double wall vacuum insulation retains hot 
or cold temperatures for up to 8 hours.

Easy to use click & pour stopper.
500ml Volume.
Measures 66 x 285mmMeasures 66 x 285mm

DZine Ref: 694
Order Quantity: 6
Outer Carton Quantity: 12
Barcode Number: 5060073506941



DZine Ref: 635
Order Quantity: 12
Outer Carton Quantity: 24
Barcode Number: 5060073506354

The Glitzy Glitter Cup
Sip in style with this rose gold glitter cup, complete 
with four light functions – strobing, flashing, static and 
off – operated by a button on the base.

The insulated double walled cup will keep
your drink cool and has a 350ml capacity.  
With a clear reusable plastic straw and a With a clear reusable plastic straw and a 
rose gold screw top lid to avoid spillages.

Never lose your sparkle with this gorgeous 
Glitzy Glitter Cup.

3 x LR44 batteries supplied
and are replaceable.

The Cool Party Freezer Tumbler
This is the coolest of cool tumblers with light
functions in both the lid and base.  The soft
touch button on the lid allows you to choose
one of 8 lighting modes and the base button
has 4 light functions – strobing,flashing, 
static and ostatic and off.

Icy cold drinks can be had by placing
the tumbler in the freezer.  With a
clear reusable straw and screw 
top lid the tumbler is ideal for when 
you’re on the go…..bubbles and 
sparkles all the way.

TTop – 3 x LR1130 batteries supplied 
Base – 3 x LR44 batteries supplied
and are all replaceable.

DZine Ref: 639
Order Quantity: 12
Outer Carton Quantity: 24
Barcode Number: 5060073506392



Caribbean Cooler Cup
A unique, fun cocktail cup, finished in an elegant 
rose gold.  

Just unscrew the lid and fill with ice and
your favourite drink – comes complete with plastic
reusable straw.  

This perfect party and pool This perfect party and pool 
accessory measures approximately 
20cm tall x 11.5cm diameter and has a 909ml capacity.

DZine Ref: 637
Order Quantity: 12

Outer Carton Quantity: 24
Barcode Number: 5060073506378

Frosty Ice Tankard
The Frosty Ice Tankard keeps your drinks icy 
cold without any dilution.  Simply place upside 
down in the freezer, when frozen, remove and 
fill with your favourite drink.

Ideal for around the house or out in the garden.  Ideal for around the house or out in the garden.  
The tankard holds 400ml.

DZine Ref: 6515
Order Quantity: 12
Outer Carton Quantity:24
Barcode Number: 5060073565153



Strobing Beer Glass
This durable slim line Pilsner glass holds a full pint.  
The red, blue and green LED’s have four light func-
tions – strobing, flashing, static and off – operated 
by a button on the base of the glass.  The different 
effects giving a great light show.

3 x LR44 batteries supplied and are replaceable.

Flashing LED Wine Glass
This fantastic LED glass will light up in any one of seven 
rainbow colours or continually phase through them all to 
make your Wine Glow and Shimmer – the perfect party 
performers!

3 x LR44 batteries supplied and are replaceable.

DZine Ref: 621
Order Quantity: 12

Outer Carton Quantity: 48
621 Barcode Number: 5060073506214

DZine Ref: 651
Order Quantity: 12
Outer Carton Quantity: 24 
Barcode Number: 5060073506514



The Ultimate Barmans
10-in-1 Multi Tool
10 essential barman tools in one handy unit.  From a Long Island 
ice tea to a Mojito - you’ll have all the tools at hand to create 
stunning cocktails at home. Beautifully finished with a rosewood 
handle and packaged in a high quality presentation box.

DZine Ref: 670
Order Quantity: 6
Outer Carton Quantity:24
Barcode Number: 5060073506705

Stone Cold
Presented in an elegant gift box, these 9 natural 
stone ice cubes will cool but not dilute your drink.

Place in the freezer for approximately 4 hours, 
when chilled add 3 or 4 cubes to the spirit of your 
choice and enjoy!

Packed in a counter displaPacked in a counter display.

DZine Ref: 645
Order Quantity: 6

Outer Carton Quantity: 36
Barcode Number: 5060073506453

Zester & Channel Knife

Corkscrew

Bottle Opener

Muddler & Reamer

Jigger
Stirrer

Knife

Strainer

Wine Essentials
A stylishly packaged barware gift set, comprising of 3 must have 
accessories for wine lovers – a corkscrew with foil cutting knife, drip-stop 
collar and wine stopper.  Presented in a fabulous gift box, complete with a 
magnetic closing this wine accessory set will make opening a bottle of wine
a great pleasure.

DZine Ref: 675
Order Quantity: 12
Outer Carton Quantity: 24
Barcode Number: 5060073506750



Megaphone Drinking Hat 
Hold on to your ‘hard hats’ boys!

This hat comes complete with 6 sounds - Police Siren, 
Phone Ringing, Dog Barking, White Noise and a Car 
Crash - or simply use the megaphone to shout your 
beer order through!

AA great laugh for the lads on stag parties, sporting 
events or a boys night out.

1 x 9v Battery required (Not Included).

DZine Ref: 686
Order Quantity: 6
Outer Carton Quantity: 6
Barcode Number: 5060073506866

DZine Ref: 688
Order Quantity: 12
Outer Carton Quantity: 48
Barcode Number: 5060073506880

6 Pack Beer Belt
Just strap on this beer belt and load with your 
favourite cans or bottles – no queuing at the bar 
with this ‘hands free’ six pack. Fits up to 50” waist.



Toxic Gases Caution Cone
Warn family and friends of your toxic toilet habits with this 
Caution Cone.  Place the cone around the outer perimeter 
of the contaminated zone and give it 10 minutes…..!
Cone Stands 19cms tall.

DZine Ref: 850
Order Quantity: 12

Outer Carton Quantity: 48 
Barcode Number: 5060073508501

Ring of Fire – After Curry Wipes
Know someone who likes a hot vindaloo… and 
spends the next day running for the loo?  

Douse that burning sensation with these soft and 
soothing ‘after curry wipes’, 40 large moisturising 
wipes packed in a re-sealable container.

AA great gift for ‘Some Who Like It Hot’.

DZine Ref: 860
Order Quantity: 12
Outer Carton Quantity: 48
Barcode Number: 5060073508600



Novelty Tattoo Sleeves 
Fool family, friends and shock the boss with 
these realistic looking tattoo sleeves.  Packed as 
a pair – one coloured sleeve and one black and 
white – choose to wear one or both.  Guaranteed 
NOT to go unnoticed.

TTwo Assorted Sets.

DZine Ref: 865
Order Quantity: 12
Outer Carton Quantity: 48
Barcode Number: 5060073508655

Novelty Tattoo Sleeves - Girl 
Designs 
Fool family, friends and shock the boss with 
these realistic looking tattoo sleeves.  Packed as 
a pair – choose to wear one or both.  Guaranteed 
NOT to go unnoticed.

Two Assorted Sets.

DZine Ref: 868
Order Quantity: 12
Outer Carton Quantity: 48
Barcode Number: 5060073508686



Giant Bubble Gun 
Blow giant bubbles with this LED bubble gun.  Simply 
load one of the two pots of bubble liquid supplied and 
the foam fan blades will help blow huge streams of giant 
bubbles.  The flashing LED’s light up the bubbles giving 
a colourful rainbow effect – great fun for kids of all ages!

Requires 3 x ARequires 3 x AA Batteries.

DZine Ref: 765
Order Quantity: 12

Outer Carton Quantity: 24
Barcode Number: 5060073507658

Glow Laces
A pair of green or pink flat laces – when subjected to 
natural light for more than 20 minutes, and then 
viewed in the dark, will glow a fluorescent bright 
green/yellow, making your trainers look extra ‘cool’. 

Measure 7mm wide x 99cms long.
Counter Display Counter Display Available.

DZine Ref:  
213 PINK / 214 GREEN

Order Quantity: 25
Outer Carton Quantity: 100

213 PINK  Barcode Number: 5060073502134
214 GREEN Barcode Number: 5060073502141



Party Faces
Kids love getting their faces painted for a party, but 
it’s usually a messy business.  Party Faces just 
made it a whole lot quicker and cleaner!

Simply apply like a temporary tattoo and your little 
one will be the star of the show.

DZine Ref:  886 Unicorn
        887 Princess Tiara

Order Quantity: 10
Outer Carton Quantity: 240

886 Unicorn 
Barcode Number:  5060073508860

887 Princess 887 Princess Tiara
Barcode Number:  5060073508877



Tattoo Stickers

Tattoo Stickers are non-toxic, easy to apply and last approximately 3 to 5 days. They come gift packed 
and make ideal gifts for young children.  Perfect for party bags or as an extra little present. Choose from 
10 great designs.

DZine Ref:

BARCODE NUMBER: 5060073508884
BARCODE NUMBER: 5060073508891
BARCODE NUMBER: 5060073508914
BARCODE NUMBER: 5060073508921
BARCODE NUMBER: 5060073508938
BARCODE NUMBER: 5060073508945
BARCODE NUMBER: 5060073508952BARCODE NUMBER: 5060073508952
BARCODE NUMBER: 5060073508969
BARCODE NUMBER: 5060073508976
BARCODE NUMBER: 5060073508983

888 MERMAID - GLITTER
889 FAIRY - GLITTER
891 OWL - GLITTER
892 PRINCESS - GLITTER
893 UNICORN - GLITTER
894 BUTTERFLY - GLITTER
895 PIR895 PIRATE - COLOUR
896  ROBOT - COLOUR
897 HALLOWEEN - GLITTER
898 CHRISTMAS - GLITTER

Order Quantity: 10 Per design           
Outer Carton Quantity: 240 Per Design

890 FULL DISPLAY - 60pcs -  Select 60 designs supplied in a hanging felt wall display.

890 Felt Hanging Wall Display with 60pcs (Measures 62 x 38cm)



Face Jewels - Ice Queen
Get ready for the party season with
these stunning self adhesive face jewels.
Bring the Ice Queen to life using the 3 piece 
jewel set and the 2 pots of hair and face glitter.

Glitter glue not supplied.

DZine Ref: 883
Order Quantity: 12

Outer Carton Quantity: 48
Barcode Number: 5060073508839

Face Jewels - Mermaid
Get ready for the party season with these 
stunning self adhesive face jewels.
Become a Mermaid using the 3 piece jewel 
set and the 2 pots of hair and face glitter.

Glitter glue not supplied.

DZine Ref: 884
Order Quantity: 12

Outer Carton Quantity: 48
Barcode Number: 5060073508846



TERMS AND CONDITIONS

PAYMENT
UK – Standard Terms are 30 Days from date of invoice unless otherwise agreed with DZine Ltd.

EXPORT – Strictly by Pro Forma invoice only unless otherwise agreed by DZine Ltd.

Payments should be made by Bank Transfer, Cheques or Credit Card.

CARRIAGE
UK – All orders of net value £150 and over are carriage paid. UK – All orders of net value £150 and over are carriage paid. A charge of

£8.50 will be made for orders shipped below this value.
EXPORT – Carriage will be charged at cost on all orders.

PRICING
All prices quoted are exclusive of VAT and if market demands require

 will be subject to change by DZine Ltd without prior notice.

RETENTION OF TITLE
All goods remain the property of DZine Ltd until fully paid foAll goods remain the property of DZine Ltd until fully paid for.

DELIVERY DATES
Whilst every effort will be made to meet all delivery dates requested, DZine Ltd cannot, under
any circumstances, be held liable for losses arising due to failure to meet such delivery dates.

RETURNS
DZine Ltd must be notified in writing by email or fax of any damages, shortages or

incorrectly shipped goods within 7 days of receipt.

CANCELLCANCELLATION
Any cancellations or amendments must be notified in writing by email or fax.

All transactions are subject to these terms and conditions. E & OE.



DZine Limited
5 Glen Industrial Estate - Essendine
Stamford - Lincolnshire - PE9 4LE

Tel: 01780 755 448
Fax: 01780 755 977

www.dzinedirect.com
Email: sales@dzinedirect.com


